BUYING GUIDE

VIMLE
Sofa series
DESIGN

Ehlén Johansson

PARTS

Armrest
1-seat section
Loveseat section
Sofa section
Loveseat sleeper section
Headrest
Corner section
Chaise section
Ottoman with storage

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Create your personal favorite
You can customize VIMLE sofa series as you like so that you can enjoy it
for a long time. Select the size and shape to fit both your needs and the
look of your home. You can create anything from a timeless loveseat
to a spacious sectional sofa with an open end. The chaise and ottoman
have practical storage space for things like throws and magazines. You
add the final touch with a cover that you like – all covers are durable
and easy-care.

Available in
coated fabric

Storage in
chaise and ottoman

Can be customized
to suit your needs

Includes a free 10-year
limited warranty. For details
visit IKEA-USA.com/warranty

A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide.
Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by visiting
IKEA-USA.com/stockavailability. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

COMBINATIONS
Here, we show some examples of how VIMLE sofa series can
look, but you are free to customize the sofa to suit you and
your needs. Decide the number of seats, shape of the sofa,
what functions you want and of course a cover that feels
right for you.

One tip is to use our helpful planning tool to explore all the
combinations and possibilities. You can find the tool in the store
and on IKEA-USA.com/planningtools

VIMLE Loveseat
Total size: W67⅜×D38⅝×H32⅝".

VIMLE Sofa with open end
Total size: W89⅜×D38⅝×H32⅝".
Storage in the ottoman/open end

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

ORRSTA black-blue

992.847.16

$529

DALSTORP multi-color

592.987.63

$529

GUNNARED beige

192.846.97

$579

GUNNARED medium gray

092.847.11

$579

TALLMYRA beige

292.847.29

$629

TALLMYRA black-gray

292.847.34

$629

FARSTA black, fixed cover

192.051.91

$699

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

392.052.08

$699

ORRSTA black-blue

392.848.61

$619

DALSTORP multi-color

692.987.91

$619

GUNNARED beige

992.848.44

$674

GUNNARED medium gray

392.848.56

$674

TALLMYRA beige

092.848.72

$744

TALLMYRA black-gray

792.848.78

$744

FARSTA black, fixed cover

192.113.28

$794

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

192.113.33

$794

VIMLE Sofa
Total size: W94⅞×D38⅝×H32⅝".

VIMLE Sofa with headrest
Total size: W94⅞×D38⅝×H40½".

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

ORRSTA black-blue

592.847.61

$599

ORRSTA black-blue

092.955.59

$624

DALSTORP multi-color

592.987.77

$599

DALSTORP multi-color

592.987.44

$624

GUNNARED beige

192.847.44

$649

GUNNARED beige

292.955.44

$674

GUNNARED medium gray

592.847.56

$649

GUNNARED medium gray

892.955.55

$674

TALLMYRA beige

292.847.72

$699

TALLMYRA beige

992.955.69

$724

TALLMYRA black-gray

992.847.78

$699

TALLMYRA black-gray

992.955.74

$724

FARSTA black, fixed cover

392.068.87

$699

FARSTA black, fixed cover

492.566.31

$724

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

392.068.92

$699

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

192.566.37

$724
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COMBINATIONS

VIMLE Sofa with chaise
Total size: W99¼×D64⅝×H32⅝".
Storage in the chaise

VIMLE Sofa with chaise and headrest
Total size: W99¼×D64⅝×H40½".
Storage in the chaise

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

ORRSTA black-blue

792.849.20

$799

ORRSTA black-blue

592.955.85

$824

DALSTORP multi-color

792.994.84

$799

DALSTORP multi-color

292.987.50

$824

GUNNARED beige

592.849.02

$899

GUNNARED beige

792.955.94

$924

GUNNARED medium gray

792.849.15

$899

GUNNARED medium gray

792.955.89

$924

TALLMYRA beige

492.849.31

$979

TALLMYRA beige

692.955.80

$1004

TALLMYRA black-gray

192.849.37

$979

TALLMYRA black-gray

692.955.75

$1004

FARSTA black, fixed cover

792.069.89

$1049

FARSTA black, fixed cover

892.566.86

$1074

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

792.069.94

$1049

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

892.566.91

$1074

ORRSTA black-blue

492.849.69

$869

DALSTORP multi-color

792.994.98

$869

GUNNARED beige

292.849.51

$969

GUNNARED medium gray

592.849.64

$969

TALLMYRA beige

192.849.80

$1049

TALLMYRA black-gray

892.849.86

$1049

FARSTA black, fixed cover

792.070.45

$1049

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

792.070.50

$1049

VIMLE Sectional, 3-seat corner with open end
Total size: W70½/92½×D38⅝×H32⅝".
Storage in the ottoman/open end

VIMLE Sectional, 4-seat with chaise
Total size: W126¾×D38⅝/64⅝×H32⅝".
Storage in the chaise

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

ORRSTA black-blue

192.848.19

$899

DALSTORP multi-color

692.997.19

$899

GUNNARED beige

792.848.02

$999

GUNNARED medium gray

292.848.14

$999

TALLMYRA beige

892.848.30

$1099

TALLMYRA black-gray

592.848.36

$1099

FARSTA black, fixed cover

792.115.37

$1054

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

792.115.42

$1054
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COMBINATIONS

VIMLE Sectional, 4-seat corner with open end
Total size: W92½/98×D38⅝×H32⅝".
Storage in the ottoman/open end

VIMLE Sectional, 4-seat corner with open end and headrests
Total size: W92½/98×D38⅝×H40½".
Storage in the ottoman/open end

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

ORRSTA black-blue

392.851.44

$1089

ORRSTA black-blue

492.945.05

$1139

DALSTORP multi-color

992.996.66

$1089

DALSTORP multi-color

992.987.56

$1139

GUNNARED beige

892.851.27

$1209

GUNNARED beige

692.944.96

$1259

GUNNARED medium gray

392.851.39

$1209

GUNNARED medium gray

392.945.01

$1259

TALLMYRA beige

992.851.55

$1319

TALLMYRA beige

692.945.09

$1369

TALLMYRA black-gray

592.851.62

$1319

TALLMYRA black-gray

692.945.14

$1369

FARSTA black, fixed cover

792.114.91

$1324

FARSTA black, fixed cover

992.567.56

$1374

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

692.114.96

$1324

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

992.567.61

$1374

VIMLE Sectional, 4-seat corner
Total size: W98×D38⅝×H32⅝".

VIMLE Sectional, 5-seat corner
Total size: W98/125⅝×D38⅝×H32⅝".

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

ORRSTA black-blue

092.850.46

$1189

ORRSTA black-blue

892.851.89

$1259

DALSTORP multi-color

292.996.60

$1189

DALSTORP multi-color

992.997.13

$1259

GUNNARED beige

692.850.29

$1324

GUNNARED beige

492.851.72

$1394

GUNNARED medium gray

192.850.41

$1324

GUNNARED medium gray

992.851.84

$1394

TALLMYRA beige

792.850.57

$1424

TALLMYRA beige

192.852.01

$1494

TALLMYRA black-gray

392.850.64

$1424

TALLMYRA black-gray

892.852.07

$1494

FARSTA black, fixed cover

792.113.68

$1499

FARSTA black, fixed cover

192.114.51

$1499

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

792.113.73

$1499

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

092.114.56

$1499
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COMBINATIONS

VIMLE Sectional, 5-seat with chaise
Total size: W98/129⅞×D64⅝×H32⅝".
Storage in the chaise

VIMLE Sectional, 6-seat with open end
Total size: W128¾×D98×H32⅝".
Storage in the ottoman/open end

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

ORRSTA black-blue

792.852.36

$1459

ORRSTA black-blue

192.852.82

$1749

DALSTORP multi-color

392.997.25

$1459

DALSTORP multi-color

492.997.39

$1749

GUNNARED beige

392.852.19

$1644

GUNNARED beige

692.852.65

$1954

GUNNARED medium gray

892.852.31

$1644

GUNNARED medium gray

192.852.77

$1954

TALLMYRA beige

492.852.47

$1774

TALLMYRA beige

892.852.93

$2114

TALLMYRA black-gray

292.852.53

$1774

TALLMYRA black-gray

592.852.99

$2114

FARSTA black, fixed cover

192.114.08

$1849

FARSTA black, fixed cover

392.115.77

$2124

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

192.114.13

$1849

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

392.115.82

$2124

VIMLE Sleeper sofa
Total size: W79⅞×D38⅝/95⅝×H32⅝".

VIMLE Sleeper sofa with open end
Total size: W102×D38⅝/95⅝×H32⅝".
Storage in the ottoman/open end

Total price including cover
ORRSTA black-blue

092.855.98

$929

Total price including cover

DALSTORP multi-color

892.987.71

$929

ORRSTA black-blue

292.924.56

$1019

GUNNARED beige

392.855.87

$999

DALSTORP multi-color

992.987.99

$1019

GUNNARED medium gray

192.855.93

$999

GUNNARED beige

492.924.41

$1094

TALLMYRA beige

692.856.04

$1099

GUNNARED medium gray

792.924.49

$1094

TALLMYRA black-gray

392.856.10

$1099

TALLMYRA beige

692.924.64

$1214

FARSTA black, fixed cover

192.855.74

$1049

TALLMYRA black-gray

992.924.72

$1214

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

892.855.80

$1049

FARSTA black, fixed cover

092.924.24

$1144

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

392.924.32

$1144
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COMBINATIONS

VIMLE Sleeper sofa
Total size: W107⅞×D38⅝/95⅝×H32⅝".

VIMLE Sleeper sofa with chaise
Total size: W111¾×D38⅝/64⅝/95⅝×H32⅝".
Storage in the chaise

Total price including cover
ORRSTA black-blue

092.922.97

$1148

Total price including cover

DALSTORP multi-color

892.987.85

$1148

ORRSTA black-blue

192.927.01

$1199

GUNNARED beige

292.922.82

$1238

DALSTORP multi-color

092.994.92

$1199

GUNNARED medium gray

592.922.90

$1238

GUNNARED beige

692.926.85

$1319

TALLMYRA beige

192.923.05

$1358

GUNNARED medium gray

092.926.93

$1319

TALLMYRA black-gray

092.923.15

$1358

TALLMYRA beige

492.927.09

$1449

FARSTA black, fixed cover

792.922.65

$1288

TALLMYRA black-gray

792.927.17

$1449

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

192.922.73

$1288

FARSTA black, fixed cover

292.926.68

$1399

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

592.926.76

$1399

VIMLE 4-seat corner sleeper sofa with open end
Total size: W110⅝/92½×D38⅝/95⅝×H32⅝".
Storage in the ottoman/open end

VIMLE 5-seat corner sleeper sofa with chaise
Total size: W142½/98×D38⅝/95⅝×H32⅝".
Storage in the chaise

Total price including cover

Total price including cover

ORRSTA black-blue

892.937.16

$1489

ORRSTA black-blue

692.938.59

$1859

DALSTORP multi-color

192.997.07

$1489

DALSTORP multi-color

792.997.33

$1859

GUNNARED beige

292.935.02

$1629

GUNNARED beige

492.937.99

$2064

GUNNARED medium gray

692.936.23

$1629

GUNNARED medium gray

192.938.14

$2064

TALLMYRA beige

592.937.27

$1789

TALLMYRA beige

592.938.74

$2244

TALLMYRA black-gray

292.937.38

$1789

TALLMYRA black-gray

292.938.75

$2244

FARSTA black, fixed cover

592.927.80

$1674

FARSTA black, fixed cover

392.937.52

$2199

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

892.927.88

$1674

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

892.937.64

$2199
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ALL PARTS AND PRICES

Total price including cover

VIMLE 1-seat section W28×D38⅝×H31½".

$65

GUNNARED medium gray

792.853.59

ORRSTA black-blue

992.201.35

$219

TALLMYRA beige

392.853.75

$75

DALSTORP multi-color

993.035.12

$219

TALLMYRA black-gray

192.853.81

$75

GUNNARED beige

692.201.08

$239

FARSTA black, fixed cover

003.534.88

$95

GUNNARED medium gray

192.201.20

$239

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

203.534.92

$95

TALLMYRA beige

492.532.65

$259

TALLMYRA black-gray

692.535.23

$259

FARSTA black, fixed cover

203.533.93

$239

VIMLE Ottoman with storage W28¾×L38⅝×H18⅞".

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

103.534.16

$239

ORRSTA black-blue

692.855.00

DALSTORP multi-color

992.994.35

$150

GUNNARED beige

592.854.83

$160

VIMLE Loveseat section W55½×D38⅝×H31½".

$150

GUNNARED medium gray

992.854.95

$160

ORRSTA black-blue

892.195.09

$409

TALLMYRA beige

392.855.11

$190

DALSTORP multi-color

293.035.20

$409

TALLMYRA black-gray

092.855.17

$190

GUNNARED beige

792.194.92

$449

FARSTA black, fixed cover

203.535.00

$190

GUNNARED medium gray

992.195.04

$449

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

403.535.04

$190

TALLMYRA beige

292.532.71

$479

TALLMYRA black-gray

392.535.29

$479

FARSTA black, fixed cover

703.533.95

$509

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

603.534.28

$509

VIMLE Headrest W27⅝×D5⅛×H7⅞".

VIMLE Sofa section W83⅛×D38⅝×H31½".
ORRSTA black-blue

292.194.61

$479

DALSTORP multi-color

993.035.26

$479

GUNNARED beige

892.194.44

$519

GUNNARED medium gray

292.194.56

$519

TALLMYRA beige

992.532.77

$549

ORRSTA black-blue

692.583.18

$25

DALSTORP multi-color

793.035.32

$25

GUNNARED beige

292.583.01

$25

GUNNARED medium gray

792.583.13

$25

TALLMYRA beige

392.583.29

$25

TALLMYRA black-gray

092.583.35

$25

FARSTA black, fixed cover

804.099.19

$25

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

904.099.47

$25

TALLMYRA black-gray

092.535.35

$549

FARSTA black, fixed cover

903.533.99

$509

VIMLE Loveseat sleeper section*
W68⅛×D38⅝/95⅝×H32⅝".

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

003.534.31

$509

ORRSTA black-blue

192.855.45

$809

DALSTORP multi-color

792.987.38

$809

GUNNARED beige

192.855.26

$869

GUNNARED medium gray

992.855.32

$869

TALLMYRA beige

692.855.38

$949

TALLMYRA black-gray

992.855.51

$949

FARSTA black, fixed cover

292.855.59

$859

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

792.855.66

$859

VIMLE Chaise section with storage W31⅞×D64⅝×H32⅝".
ORRSTA black-blue

492.854.07

$270

DALSTORP multi-color

092.988.12

$270

GUNNARED beige

492.853.89

$320

GUNNARED medium gray

592.854.02

$320

TALLMYRA beige

192.854.18

$350

TALLMYRA black-gray

992.854.24

$350

FARSTA black, fixed cover

003.534.07

$350

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

903.534.22

$350

VIMLE Corner section W36⅝×D36⅝×H32⅝".
$251

ORRSTA black-blue

692.854.49

DALSTORP multi-color

792.988.18

$251

GUNNARED beige

292.854.32

$296
$296

GUNNARED medium gray

792.854.44

TALLMYRA beige

392.854.60

$316

TALLMYRA black-gray

092.854.66

$316

FARSTA black, fixed cover

903.534.03

$291

FARSTA dark brown, fixed cover

703.534.18

$291

VIMLE Armrest W5⅞×D36⅝×H26¾".
$60

ORRSTA black-blue

792.853.64

DALSTORP multi-color

492.988.05

$60

GUNNARED beige

292.853.47

$65
* VIMLE sofa now has taller legs. If you already have VIMLE at home and want to
complete with a loveseat sleeper section, the whole combination should have the
taller legs. Contact the Customer Service desk after the checkout to get the new
legs.
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HOW TO CONVERT

It is easy to transform VIMLE sleeper sofa into a spacious and comfortable bed.
1. Start by taking off the back- and seat cushions.
2. Fold down the fabric piece at the front edge of the seat.
3. Then lift the underframe and pull it towards you.
4. Finally, fold down the foot of the bed.

GOOD TO KNOW
• ORRSTA: Two toned subtle structure polyester/cotton fabric. Machine washable.
• DALSTROP: 100% cotton. Machine washable.
• GUNNARED: Plain weave 100% polyester with tone-in-tone color effect fabric. Machine washable.
• TALLMYRA: Cotton/polyester fabric. Machine washable.
• FARSTA: Coated fabric. Polyester, cotton and viscose/rayon, coated with polyurethane.

Coated fabric
Coated fabric is a fabric material with a coating, which can be
embossed to look like leather. It’s a strong and durable material
and very easy to care for – just vacuum the surface using the
soft brush attachment on your vacuum cleaner and wipe with a
damp cloth.
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